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When a core level is excited by circularly polarized light, the angular momentum of light is transferred to
the emitted photoelectron, which can be confirmed by the parallax shift of the forward focusing peak (FFP)
direction in a stereograph of atomic arrangement. No angular momentum has been believed to be
transferred to normal Auger electrons resulting from the decay process filling core hole after photoelectron
ejection. We succeeded in detecting a non-negligible circular dichroism contrast in a normal Auger electron
diffraction from a nonmagnetic Cu(001) surface far off from the absorption threshold. Moreover, we
detected angular-momentum-polarized Cu L3M4;5M4;5 Auger electrons at the L3 absorption threshold,
where the excited core electron is trapped at the conduction band. From the kinetic energy dependence
of the Auger electron FFP parallax shift, we found that the angular momentum is transferred to the Auger
electron most effectively in the case of the 1S0 two-hole creation.
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Photoelectron spectroscopy and diffraction are powerful
techniques to analyze electronic and atomic structures,
respectively [1]. Forward focusing peaks (FFPs) appearing
in the photoelectron intensity angular distribution (PIAD)
indicate the directions of atoms surrounding a photoelec-
tron emitter atom [2]. When a core level is excited by a
circularly polarized light (CPL), the angular momentum
of light is transferred to the emitted photoelectron, which
can be confirmed by taking a stereograph of the atomic
arrangement and measuring the parallax shift of the FFP
direction [3]. Therefore, by setting a detector at the corre-
sponding position, photoelectrons with a specific angular
momentum can be selectively detected. At the same time,
an orbital-momentum-polarized hole state is generated.
Thus, photoexcitation is an excellent way to extract polar-
ized core electrons as well as valence electrons with a
specific orbital momentum in a controlled fashion localized
in space and precise in time.
Figure 1(a) shows the wave function of a photoelectron

in a (001) plane emitted from a Cu 3d level excited with
positive helicity (σ ¼ 1) CPL calculated by using a multiple
scattering simulation code: TMSP [4]. The photoelectron
is partially scattered by the surrounding atoms. Direct and
scattered waves interfere and form a photoelectron diffrac-
tion pattern, particularly FFPs at the directions of surround-
ing scattering atoms. The photoelectron wave propagates
toward the direction perpendicular to the photoelectron
isophase plane. The isophase plane of the photoelectron
direct wave is spiral in the case of CPL excitation. Note
that the direction of FFP rotates around the incident light
axis toward the same direction as the helicity of CPL. The
rotation angle Δϕ is well described by the Daimon formula

Δϕ ¼ tan−1
m�

fðθoutÞ
kRsin2θout

; ð1Þ

where m�
fðθoutÞ and k are the angular momentum and

the wave number of the photoelectron, respectively [3,5].
θout is the angle between the incident photon axis and
the outgoing direction of the emitted photoelectrons. The
shift is inversely proportional to the interatomic distance R
between the photoelectron emitter and the scatterer atoms.
Thus, the local stereoscopic atomic arrangements can be
imaged directly with a stereograph which consists of a pair
of PIADs excited by CPL [3,5–7].
The effective magnetic quantum number m�

fðθoutÞ is the
average of the different final state angular momenta mf

from the initial states of quantum number mi ¼ mf − σ
weighted by the transition probability at θout [8]. m�

fðθoutÞ
for a li → lf ¼ li þ 1 channel is as follows.

m�
fðθoutÞ ¼

Pli
mi¼−li mfjc1ðlf; mf; li; miÞΘlf;mf

j2
Pli

mi¼−li jc1ðlf; mf; li; miÞΘlf;mf
j2 ; ð2Þ

where c1 is the Gaunt coefficient. Θlf;mf
is a spherical

harmonics which determines the polar angle dependence
of the transition matrix element. As shown in Fig. 1(b),
contributions to m�

fð90°Þ for mf ¼ 0 and 2 will be 0, while
that ofmf with�1will be 0 at θout ¼ 63.43°. By setting the
appropriate incident angle, the photoelectron with specific
angular momentum mf can be excluded.
The prominent FFP circular dichroism was also observed

in the valence band PIADs at the high kinetic energy of
around 500 eV [9]. The rotational shift of the photoelectron
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FFP derived for the σxy band was twice those for π and 2s
bands, indicating that the FFP shift can be used to measure
the orbital angular momentum of atomic orbitals constitut-
ing each of the energy bands. However, no angular
momentum was believed to be transferred to the Auger
electrons resulting from the decay process filling the core
hole after photoelectron emission. But when the excited
core electron is trapped at the conduction band, an
extraordinarily large angular momentum transfer to the
resonant Auger electron was found by Morscher et al. [10]
for Ni L2 absorption. Here we report a quantitative analysis
of angular-momentum-polarized L3M4;5M4;5 Auger elec-
trons from a nonmagnetic Cu(001) surface at the L3

absorption threshold. Based on the angular momentum
analysis of the Auger electron, we clarified the mechanism
of circular dichroism in Auger electron diffraction.
The single-crystalline Cu(001) surface was sputtered

with Arþ ions and annealed up to 500 °C in ultra-high-
vacuum condition to obtain a clean surface. The quality of
the substrate surface was checked by reflection high energy
electron diffraction, Cu photoelectron spectroscopy, and
their angular distributions [11,12]. Cu 3d PIAD and LMM
Auger electron intensity angular distributions (AIADs)

were measured using a display-type spherical mirror
analyzer (DIANA) [13,14] at the circularly polarlized soft
x-ray beam line BL25SU of SPring-8, Japan [15]. The
helicity (σ ¼ �1) of monochromatized CPL was reversed
by switching the path of storage ring electrons in twin helical
undulators at 0.1 Hz [16]. The acceptance angle of the
analyzer was�60°. Electrons emitted from the sample were
energy analyzed, and their angular distributions were
projected onto the fluorescent screen. The photon energy
resolution was about 100 meV. For the full hemisphere
angular distributionmeasurement, the energywindowwidth
ofDIANAwas set to 5%of 914 eVand thewhole intensity of
the valence band or L3M4;5M4;5 Auger electrons were
integrated, while the energy window width was set to
2 eV for measuring kinetic energy dependence of the FFP
shift for LMM Auger electrons.

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Real part of a simulated Cu 3d
photoelectron wave function from a 13-atom Cu fcc cluster
excited by a circularly polarized soft x ray. (b) Polar angle
dependence of angular momentum of the photoelectron from
the 3d state.

FIG. 2 (color online). Full hemisphere angular distribution of
(a) Cu valence band photoelectron at the kinetic energy of 914 eV
excited by a circularly polarized soft x ray at a photon energy
of 922 eV. (b) and (c) Same as (a) but for L3M4;5M4;5 Auger
electrons at the photon energy of 934.2 and 1250 eV, respectively.
(d)–(f) Circular dichroism angular distributions of (a)–(c),
respectively. (g) Azimuthal profiles of [101] FFP intensity for
photoelectron and Auger electrons.
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Figure 2(a) shows a full hemisphere PIAD of a valence
band, mainly from Cu 3d orbitals, at the kinetic energy of
914 eV excited by 922 eV CPL. Details of PIAD data
processing are described elsewhere [17]. PIADs excited
by both helicities (σ ¼ �1) were added. Note that at this
kinetic energy, FFP is also present even for a delocalized
valence band due to the majority of excitation coming
from electron density existing at the vicinity of nucleus [9].
The FFP at the four h101i directions corresponds to the
scattering by the nearest neighbor atoms, while the center
[001] direction corresponds to the second nearest neighbor
atoms along the surface normal. The FFP is about 10° in
diameter. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show resonant and normal
Cu L3M4;5M4;5 AIADs at the kinetic energy of 914 eV
excited by CPL with a photon energy of 934.2 and 1250 eV,
respectively. The diffraction pattern is formed by the
interference of the direct excitation wave Ψ0 and scattered
waves Ψi by surrounding atoms. All three angular distri-
butions were basically similar. The reason for the similarity
between PIAD and AIADs is owing to the scattered waves
Ψi mainly determined by the same atomic arrangement and
the same wave number of the electron. The excitation
mechanism difference makes the difference inΨ0. In detail,
the diffraction pattern contrasts around the [001] direction
were higher in the Auger electron cases than that of the
photoelectron, sinceΨ0 is more isotropic in the cases of the
Auger electron [11,18].
Figure 2(d) shows the difference of the two PIADs

excited by both helicities and normalized by the sum:
ðI1 − I−1Þ=ðI1 þ I−1Þ. The suffix denotes the helicity.
Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show the circular dichroism of
resonant and normal AIADs, respectively. This result
indicates that at the L3 absorption threshold, where the
excited core electron is trapped at the conduction band, the
angular momentum was partially transferred to resonant
L3M4;5M4;5 Auger electrons instead. Furthermore, even a
non-negligible circular dichroism contrast (�3 × 10−3)
in a normal Auger electron diffraction far off from the
absorption threshold was detected. This is a surprising
result, since no angular momentum was believed to be
transferred to the normal Auger electrons. Note that the
kinetic energy of 3p and 3s photoelectrons is 1170 and
1130 eV, respectively, which is over 200 eV larger than the
kinetic energy of the Auger electron. Circular dichroism
of those energy-loss photoelectrons at the kinetic energy
of 914 eV is estimated to be no more than 1 × 10−4 and
negligible [19].
Each azimuthal profile of the [101] FFP intensity was

fitted with Gaussians centered at ϕ ¼ mf × 2.894° direc-
tions corresponding to the different angular momenta of
emitted electrons as shown in Fig. 2(g). Note that the
photoelectrons from the 3d valence band gain angular
momentum σ by CPL excitation, while the angular
momenta of LMM Auger electrons are the same as 3d
valence electrons. The components of mf ¼ �3 do not

exist in the FFP of AIAD as shown in Fig. 2(g). The origin
of circular dichroism in the resonant AIAD is attributed
to the difference in transition to the final states mf ¼ �1 as
well as �2.
The transition to the final states mf ¼ �2 is forbidden at

θout ¼ 90° geometry as seen in Fig. 1(b). By setting the
incident light axis along the [1̄01] direction, the emission
angle for [101] FFP became 90°. By using FFP shifts with
different incident angle conditions, the angular momentum
mf selective Auger electron can be detected.
Figure 3(a) shows the kinetic energy dependences of the

[101] FFP circular dichroism contrast for 45° and 90°
emission geometries. Figure 3(b) shows the kinetic energies
and relative intensities of L3M4;5M4;5 Auger electrons
having different final states [20,21]. The Auger electron
intensity was largest at 914 eV corresponding to the 1G4

two-hole state, while the circular dichroism contrast was
largest at 910 eV corresponding to the satellite peak of the
1S0 two-hole state. From the comparison of two energy
dependence, the transition to mf ¼ 1 and 2 were found to
be dominant at 910 and 914 eV, respectively.
Figure 4(a) shows the 2p photoelectron emission proc-

ess, while 4(b) and 4(c) summarize the resonant Auger
emission process. At the L3 absorption threshold, the 2p
core electron is excited to the 4s conduction band. Since
the 4s state has an angular momentum of 0, the orbital-
momentum-polarized core hole with m ¼ ∓1 is created by
σ ¼ �1 excitation as shown in Fig. 4(b). Several Auger
decay paths with different final states exist. The final state
can be selected by the energy analysis of the Auger

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Circular dichroism contrast of a
forward focusing peak at the [101] direction for an emission angle
of 45° and 90°. (b) Kinetic energy and intensity of Auger electron
[20,21]. The term symbol for each multiplet peak is indicated.
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electron. Figure 4(c) is the schematic diagram of the
succeeding L3M4;5M4;5 process for the 1S0 two-hole final
state. The final state 1S0 consists of two hole states having
angular momentum with an opposite sign (mi ¼ �2,
mi ¼ �1, or two electrons with mi ¼ 0). When a valence
electron with mi ¼ −1 decays to fill the 2p core hole,
another valence counterpart with mi ¼ 1 is emitted as the
L3M4;5M4;5 Auger electron of 1S0. When valence electrons
with mi ¼ −2 and 0 decay, the counterparts will be the
ones with mi ¼ 2 and 0, respectively. Since the angular
momentum is conserved throughout the whole process, the
Auger electron with mf ¼ 1 is emitted.
The two-hole states of the final state 1S0 at the bottom

of the 3d band correspond to t2g atomic orbitals, i.e.,
3dzx, 3dyz, and 3dxy. These orbitals form σ bonds between
neighboring Cu atoms. These orbitals are selectively
detected in the circular dichroism contrast in the 1S0
Auger excitation process.
In conclusion, we have measured full hemisphere inten-

sity angular distributions of the L3M4;5M4;5 Auger electron
excited by CPL with a photon energy of 934.2 and 1250 eV,
as well as that of the 3d photoelectron. We detected a non-
negligible circular dichroism contrast in a normal Auger
electron diffraction far off from the absorption threshold.
This suggests that the Cu 2p core hole state generated after
photoelectron excitation to the continuum state is slightly
angular-momentum polarized. In the case of the resonant
Auger electron where the excited core electron is trapped
at the conduction band, the circular dichroism was much
enhanced. Moreover, from the kinetic energy dependence
of the Auger electron FFP parallax shift, we found that
the angular momentum is transferred to the Auger electron
most effectively in the case of the 1S0 two-hole creation.
This method has a great advantage in doping the hole state
in the valence band as compared to the simple valence band
photoexcitation, especially in the case of the compound
crystal owing to the element selectivity and high sensitivity
of Auger electron emission.
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